
Health/P.E.
In PE this term, students will participate in an athletics unit where they 
will demonstrate the fundamental movement skills of running, 
jumping and throwing and apply these skills in games and group 
challenges. They will also develop some of the specialised athletics 
throwing skills. Later in the term, students will commence a fitness 
unit where they will participate in a range of fitness circuits and 
identify and explain the health-related fitness components used in 
various physical activities. They will apply the elements of movement 
to design a fitness activity station to develop a health-related fitness 
component.
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Mathematics

Mathematics will be differentiated across Year 
5. Each week students will have two explicit 
number and two explicit strand lessons. Topics 
covered this term include:

Number-
- Division strategies

- Finding unknown quantities using 

the four operations

- Locating fractions on a number line

- Adding and subtracting fractions 

and decimals

- Continuing patterns involving 

fractions and decimals

Strand- 

- Grid referencing
- Grid referencing using the cartesian 

plane
- Interpreting data
- Pose questions to gather data

English

Students will revise and extend their knowledge of 
writing an information report, aligned with the HaSS 
unit of Geography. Students will participate in 
‘rocket writes’ twice a week that focus on their 
handwriting, proofreading and editing pieces of 
work.

Students will engage in explicit whole class learning 
and small group consolidation of specific writing 
strategies. 

Students will continue reading and spelling rotations 
3 times a week. This involves explicit teacher 
instruction, and consolidation of knowledge in 
consecutive lessons. Lessons will be tailored to 
students individual needs based on ongoing and 
continued assessment.

Humanities and Social Sciences
The focus this term is Geography. Students will explore the difference between human and 
environmental characteristics of places around the world. Students will research and make 
comparisons between Australia and a country of their choosing.

Welcome back to term 3. We are looking forward to an exciting and busy term. We will continue to 

focus on the PBL expectations of being safe, respectful, responsible learners. Students will earn 

tokens and stickers towards personal tallies. This term we will continue to work on our social and 

emotional skills through circle time and activities in two groups. Students are encouraged to continue 

taking risks this term to as we work towards our goal of being independent learners and thinkers. 

Camp at this stage is week 8, Wednesday-Friday (1 - 3 September).

Environment Centre/Science:
Year Five will be investigating light energy for their Physics unit.  

They will be learning about how light travels, is reflected and 

refracted.  Students will investigate how light moves through 

different materials and how shadows can be formed and changed.  

They will investigate links between colour and temperature in 

relation to radiative light energy.  Classes will also be participating in 

preparation for our Spring planting in our Environment Centre 

gardens.

Kate Elliot 

The Arts
This semester students will be incorporating drama and media arts together.  Students will be 

creating their own japanese inspired puppets and designing a short drama presentation to support 

the design of these characters. Students will be filming  their presentation with the incorporation of 

music to support their performance.   

Japanese 
Let’s go shopping! Following on from the Neighbourhoods unit 
last term, we now have an in-depth look at shopping. Students 
will learn big numbers needed for dealing in yen, expressions 
needed for shopping interactions, and lots of vocabulary about 
shops. Towards the end of the term the classroom will turn into a 
shopping alley with students running their own shops and buying 
from each other with our classroom currency. Start thinking, 
what sort of shop you would like to have?

Mcgregor Sensei
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Reminders
Fruit Break: Fruit or veggie
snack at 10am each day.

Sunsmart: Please ensure your child has a 
broad brim hat to comply with our 
Sunsmart Policy.

Drink Bottles: children are encouraged to 
bring a drink bottle everyday (water only).

Useful Information
Library: Tuesday afternoons 2-2.30
Assembly: Fridays week 3, 6, 9 (9:15-10am)
Athletics Carnival: Tuesday August 10
Fathers Day breakfast and class walk 
through: Friday September 10
Year 5 combined band: Friday August 6 at 
Torrens PS
Melrose Thinking Carnival: 
Thursday August 19
Camp: week 8- 1/9 - 3/9
Newsletter: weeks 1, 3, 5, 7, 9

Buddies- Buddies will occur weeks 4, 7 and 
10 this term. We will support heir use of ICT 
and complete art projects


